PRESS RELEASE (2017/03/06)

Legal Consulting by Cooperated Law Office of Kyushu University Law School

Kyushu Legal Clinic Law Office (KLCLO) is the cooperated law office of Kyushu University Law School since 2004. KLCLO’s attorneys are almost teachers of the law school. KLCLO has accepted each year law school students to train in the real practice (legal clinic).

KLCLO will give the legal consulting extra without fee for citizens.

The purpose of this legal consulting is to reduce the legal science research at law school for citizens, as a part of contribution to local society of Kyushu University. On the other hand the experience of this legal consulting will be reflected in the legal education of law school.


Place: Kyushu Legal Clinic Law Office, Akasaka Inoue Building 4F,
1-11-12, Akasaka, Chuo-ku, Fukuoka, about 3 min. from subway station Akasaka.

Timetable: 1. consulting 13:00-14:00
2. consulting 14:00-15:00
3. consulting 16:00-17:00

It is necessary to reserve by telephone, +81-92-761-8338, from Monday until Friday 10:00-17:00 (only in Japanese). For each 3 time period will be accepted one or two clients.

【Contact】
Hidetake Akamatsu, Professor
Kyushu University Law School
Tel: 092-761-8338/Fax: 092-713-0916
Mail: akamatsu@law.kyushu-u.ac.jp